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Response to Amendment

Response to Arguments

1. Examiner acknowledges receipt of Applicant's Amendments, remarks, arguments received on 10/23/2008. Claims 1,3,5-12,16,18 have been amended and Claims 22,23 have been added. Applicant's arguments have been fully considered but they are not persuasive.

Applicant's argument:

1. Applicant argued on page 10 paragraph 3: “...that Brennan does not disclose or suggest "an optical signal processing device" nor "an optical signal processing component...""

2. Applicant argued on page 11 paragraph 2: “...Brennan in view of Franklin do not teach ... "wherein the source of electromagnetic radiation, the at least one photoluminescent carbon nanotube and the detector are together configured to perform an optical signal processing operation of the optical signal processing device" as recited in claim 1..”

Examiner's Answer:

1. Regarding the applicant's argument: “...that Brennan does not disclose or suggest "an optical signal processing device" nor "an optical signal processing component..." is not persuasive.

Examiner respectfully responds that any device that involve in transmitting or receive optical signals can be considered as an optical signal processing component or
device because a transmitter or receiver transforms a signal from one form to another via processing. As explained in Brennan (See page 56, 57) the photoluminescence carbon nanotube can be considered as an optical signal processing component or device.

2. Regarding the applicant's argument: “...Brennan in view of Franklin do not teach ... "wherein the source of electromagnetic radiation, the at least one photoluminescent carbon nanotube and the detector are together configured to perform an optical signal processing operation of the optical signal processing device" as recited in claim 1..” is moot in light of the new ground of rejection. This limitation is rendered by Brennan in view of Dai.

**Claim Rejections - 35 USC § 102**

The following is a quotation of the appropriate paragraphs of 35 U.S.C. 102 that form the basis for the rejections under this section made in this Office action:

A person shall be entitled to a patent unless —

(a) the invention was known or used by others in this country, or patented or described in a printed publication in this or a foreign country, before the invention thereof by the applicant for a patent.

1. Claims 16, 17 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 102(a) as being anticipated by Brennan ME et al.; Nonlinear Photoluminescence from Multiwalled Carbon Nanotubes; vol. 4461; pages 56-64; August 2001; USA. “Submitted on IDS by the applicant”

   Considering Claim 16, Brennan teaches an optical device comprising at least one photoluminescent carbon nanotube configured to emit, in response to an input of electromagnetic radiation, light over a range that includes wavelengths from 600 to 700 nm (See Page 59 section 3.1, fig. 2 i.e. fig. 2 illustrates that the photoluminescent
carbon nanotube emits light over the range 600-700 nm. ), wherein an intensity of emitted light reaches a highest maximum at a wavelength greater than or equal to 600 nm and less than or equal to 700 nm (See Page 59 section 3.1, Paragraph 2, fig. 2 i.e. the intensity or energy of the emitted light reaches a maximum or peak at 660 nm which is at a wavelength range of 600-700 nm).

Considering Claim 17, Brennen teaches the optical device of Claim 16 wherein the wavelengths vary non-linearly with intensity of the electromagnetic radiation (See page 57 section 1.5, Page 59 section 3.1, fig. 2 i.e. fig. 2 illustrates that the photoluminescent carbon nanotube intensity vary non-linearly with the intensity of the electromagnetic radiation).

Claim Rejections - 35 USC § 103

1. The following is a quotation of 35 U.S.C. 103(a) which forms the basis for all obviousness rejections set forth in this Office action:

(a) A patent may not be obtained though the invention is not identically disclosed or described as set forth in section 102 of this title, if the differences between the subject matter sought to be patented and the prior art are such that the subject matter as a whole would have been obvious at the time the invention was made to a person having ordinary skill in the art to which said subject matter pertains. Patentability shall not be negatived by the manner in which the invention was made.

2. Claims 1,13-15,22 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over BRENNAN ME. ET.AL; Nonlinear Photoluminescence from Multiwalled Carbon Nanotubes; vol. 4461; pages 56-64; August 2001; USA. “Submitted on IDS by the applicant” in view of Dai et al. (US 2004/0147037).

Considering claim 1 Brennan discloses electromagnetic radiation with a variable intensity (See abstract page 56, Section 1.4 Page 57, fig. 2 i.e. fig. 2 illustrates that
electromagnetic radiation with variable intensity), an optical component (See Section 1.1 page 56, i.e. carbon nanotube is an optical component), the optical component comprising at least one photoluminescent carbon nanotube configured to emit light at wavelengths varying non-linearly with the intensity of said light (See Section 1.4, page 57, fig. 2 i.e. the optical component is photoluminescence carbon nanotube that has a non linearly varying intensity), and a detector of electromagnetic radiation (See abstract, page 57 paragraph 5 i.e. absorbance of nonlinear photoluminescence in carbon nanotubes).

Brennan does not explicitly disclose wherein the source of electromagnetic radiation, the at least one photoluminescent carbon nanotube and the detector are together configured to perform an optical signal processing operation of the optical signal processing device.

Dai teaches a source of electromagnetic radiation (630 of fig. 6), the at least one photoluminescent carbon nanotube (630 of fig. 6) and a detector (640 of fig. 6) are together configured to perform an optical signal processing operation of the optical signal processing device (See Paragraph 35,42, fig. 6).

It would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time the invention was made to modify the invention of Brennen, and have a source of electromagnetic radiation, at least one photoluminescent carbon nanotube and a detector to be configured together to perform an optical signal processing operation of the optical signal processing device, as taught by Dai, thus providing an efficient signal
processing device by using a sensing device that is adopted to sense differently characterized incoming data, as discussed by Dai (See paragraph 6).

Considering Claim 13, Brennen discloses the optical signal processing device of claim 1, wherein the at least one photoluminescent carbon nanotube emits light at wavelengths over the range from 600 to 700 nm (See Page 59 section 3.1, fig. 2 i.e. fig. 2 illustrates photoluminescent carbon nanotube emits light at wavelengths over the range of wavelength range of 600-700 nm).

Considering Claim 14, Brennen discloses the optical signal processing device of claim 13, wherein the wavelength varying non-linearly with the intensity of said light reaches a highest maximum at a wavelength in the range from 600 to 700 nm (See Page 59 section 3.1, fig. 2 i.e. fig. 2 illustrates that the wavelength vary non linearly with the intensity and the photoluminescent carbon nanotube the intensity reaches a maximum over the range of wavelength range of 600-700 nm).

Considering Claim 15, Brennen discloses the optical signal processing device of claim 14, wherein the wavelength varying non-linearly with the intensity of said light reaches a maximum at a wavelength in the range from 600 to 690 nm (See Page 59 section 3.1, Paragraph 2 , fig. 2 i.e. the intensity or energy of the emitted light reaches a maximum or peak at 660 nm which is at a wavelength range of 600-700 nm).

Considering Claim 22 Dai teaches the optical signal processing device of claim 1, wherein the optical signal processing operation comprises one of an optical switching operation, an optical amplification operation, an
optical limiting operation and an optical logical operation (See Paragraph 42, fig. 6 i.e. the optical processing operation(600) perform a logic operation using a computer(670)).

2. Claims 2-4 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over BRENNAN ME. ET AL; Nonlinear Photoluminescence from Multiwalled Carbon Nanotubes; vol. 4461 ; pages 56-64; August 2001; USA. "Submitted on IDS by the applicant" in view of Dai et al. (US 2004/0147037) further in view of Frankel (6,096,496).

Considering claim 2 Brennan and Dai disclose the optical signal processing device of claim 1, wherein the optical component comprises a substrate (See Dai: Paragraph 35, fig. 6 i.e. optical signal processing component(600) having a substrate(605))

Brennan and Dai do not explicitly disclose the optical signal processing device of claim 1, wherein the optical component comprises a substrate and a layer having a number of photoluminescent structure

Frankel teaches an optical component comprises a substrate and a layer having a number of photoluminescent structure (See Col. 17 line 53-67, Col. 26 line 7-28 i.e. a Laser comprising a substrate and a photoluminescent emitting structure).

It would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time the invention was made to modify the invention of Brennan, and have an optical component to comprise a substrate and a layer having a number of photoluminescent structure, as
taught by Frankel, thus providing a device that transmits by distinctly emitting a variable intensity of light, as discussed by Frankel (See Col. 5 lines 35-38).

Considering claim 3, Frankel teaches the optical signal processing device of claim 2, wherein the non-linear optical component further comprises an intermediate layer between the substrate and the layer having a number of photoluminescent structure (See Col. 26 line 7-27 and line 44-55, Fig. 15, Fig 16 i.e. a wave guide between the substrate and a layer having a photoluminescent structure).

Considering claim 4, Frankel teaches an optical signal processing device of claim 1, wherein the electromagnetic radiation is monochromatic coherent laser light (See Col. 19 lines 35-50, Col. 32 line 41-51 i.e. monochromatic coherent laser light which is a single wavelength).

2. Claims 5,10-12,21,23 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over BRENNAN ME. ET.AL; Nonlinear Photoluminescence from Multiwalled Carbon Nanotubes; vol. 4461 ; pages 56-64; August 2001; USA. “Submitted on IDS by the applicant” in view of Frankel (6,096,496)

Considering claim 5 Brennen discloses an optical signal processing component having at least one photoluminescent carbon nanotube having wavelengths varying non-linearly with the intensity of said light(See abstract, page 57section 1.5, Page 59 section 3.1, fig. 2 i.e. non linear variation of wavelength versus intensity of photoluminescence carbon nanotubes), wherein the at least one photoluminescent carbon nanotube is configured to perform an optical signal processing operation (See
abstract, Section 1.1 page 56, page 57 paragraph 5) the photoluminescence carbon nanotube for processing optical signals).

Brennen does not explicitly show an optical signal processing device equipped with a source of electromagnetic radiation.

Frankel teaches an optical signal processing device equipped with a source of electromagnetic radiation of variable intensity (See Col. 15 line 40-44, Col. 34 line 60-67 i.e. Electromagnetic light source or laser emitting electromagnetic radiation with a variable intensity).

It would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time the invention was made to modify the invention of Brennen, and show an optical signal processing device equipped with a source of electromagnetic radiation of variable intensity, as taught by Frankel, thus providing a device that transmits by distinctly emitting a variable intensity of light, as discussed by Frankel (See Col. 5 lines 35-38).

Considering Claim 10, Brennen discloses the optical signal processing component of claim 5, wherein the at least one photoluminescent carbon nanotube emits light at wavelengths over the range from 600 to 700 nm (See Page 59 section 3.1, fig. 2 i.e. fig. 2 illustrates that photoluminescent carbon nanotube emitting light over the wavelength range of 600-700 nm).

Considering Claim 11, Brennen discloses the optical signal processing component of claim 10, wherein the wavelength varying non-linearly with the intensity of said light reaches a highest maximum at a wavelength in the range from 600 to 700 nm (See Page 59 section 3.1, fig. 1 i.e. fig. 1 illustrates that photoluminescent carbon
nanotube reaches a maximum intensity over the range of wavelength range of 600-800 nm).

Considering Claim 12, Brennen discloses the optical signal processing component of claim 11, wherein the wavelength varying non-linearly with the intensity of said light reaches the highest maximum at a wavelength in the range from 660 to 690 nm (See Page 59 section 3.1, Paragraph 2, fig. 2 i.e. the intensity or energy of the emitted light reaches a maximum or peak at 660 nm).

Considering Claim 21, Frankel teaches the optical device of claim 16, wherein the electromagnetic radiation is monochromatic coherent laser light (See Col. 19 lines 35-50, Col. 32 line 41-51 i.e. monochromatic coherent laser light which is a single wave length).

Considering Claim 23 Frankel teaches the optical signal processing component of claim 5, wherein the optical signal processing operation comprises one of an optical switching operation, an optical amplification operation, an optical limiting operation and an optical logical operation (See Col. 15 lines 62-67, fig. 2 i.e. a sequencing control section(230) for perform a logic operation).

3. Claims 6-9 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over BRENNAN ME. ET.AL; Nonlinear Photoluminescence from Multiwalled Carbon Nanotubes; vol. 4461; pages 56-64; August 2001; USA. “Submitted on IDS by the applicant” in view of Frankel (6,096,496) further in view of Lieber (7,129,554).
Considering claim 6, Brennen and Franke do not specifically disclose the optical signal processing component of claim 5, wherein the carbon nanotube has a thin film coating.

Lieber teaches the optical component of claim 5, wherein the carbon nanotube has a thin film coating (See Col. 5 line 54-57 i.e. the carbon nanotube has a thin film coating).

It would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time the invention was made to modify the invention of Brennen and Franke, and modify the carbon nanotube to have a thin film coating, as taught by Lieber, thus providing efficient transport of charge carrier and excitations, as discussed by Lieber (Col. 1 lines 21-25).

Considering claim 7, Lieber teaches the optical signal processing component of claim 5, wherein the carbon nanotube is embedded in a non-oxidizing matrix (See Col. 11 line 6-38 i.e. buffer gas as a non-oxidizing matrix).

Considering claim 8, Lieber teaches the optical signal processing component of claim 5, wherein the carbon nanotube is embedded in a non-oxidizing matrix, which is transparent for electromagnetic radiation (See Col. 16 line 15-20, Col. 25 line 38-43, Col. 11 line 6-38 i.e. glass which is non-oxidizing and transparent material).

Considering claim 9, Lieber teaches the optical component signal processing of claim 5, wherein the carbon nanotube is embedded in a non-oxidizing, flexible matrix (See Col. 16 line 15-20, Col. 25 line 38-43, Col. 11 line 6-38 i.e. glass which is non-oxidizing and transparent material i.e. buffer gas as a non-oxidizing matrix).
4. Claim 18 is rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over Brennan ME et al.; Nonlinear Photoluminescence from Multiwalled Carbon Nanotubes; vol. 4461; pages 56-64; August 2001; USA. “Submitted on IDS by the applicant” in view of Bogner et al. (6,649,946).

Claim 18 Brennen does not specifically disclose the optical device of Claim 16 wherein the intensity of emitted light only decreases after the highest maximum intensity.

Bogner teaches the optical device of Claim 16 wherein the intensity of emitted light only decreases after the highest maximum intensity (See fig. 5, Col. 4 lines 13-17, i.e. illustrates that the maximum intensity reaches between 600 and 700 nm and the intensity of emitted light decreases only after it reaches a maximum).

It would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time the invention was made to modify the invention of Brennen, and have the intensity of emitted light only decreases after the maximum intensity, as taught by Bogner, thus providing a stabilized light emitting device that operates in high temperature for emitting a high color radiation, as discussed by Bogner (Col. 2 lines 10-15).

5. Claims 19,20 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over Brennan ME et al.; Nonlinear Photoluminescence from Multiwalled Carbon Nanotubes; vol. 4461; pages 56-64; August 2001; USA. “Submitted on IDS by the applicant” in view of Lee et al. (6,514,113).

Considering Claim 19, Brennen discloses a photoluminescent carbon nanotube (See abstract).
Brennen does not explicitly show the optical device of claim 16, wherein the at least one photoluminescent carbon nanotube is comprised in a component including a substrate and a layer on the substrate comprising the at least one photoluminescent carbon nanotube.

Lee teaches the optical device of claim 16, wherein the at least one photoluminescent carbon nanotube is comprised in a component including a substrate and a layer on the substrate comprising the at least one photoluminescent carbon nanotube (See Col. 4 line 20-35, Fig. 1 i.e. fig. 1 illustrates that carbon nanotubes comprised in a component including a substrate (element 100) comprising a number of carbon nanotubes (element 400)).

It would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time the invention was made to modify the invention of Brennen, and have the photoluminescent carbon nanotube to be comprised in a component including a substrate and a layer on the substrate comprising the at least one photoluminescent carbon nanotube, as taught by Lee, thus providing a means of producing an efficient light source, as discussed by Lee (See Col. 1 lines 32-35).

Considering Claim 20, Lee teaches the optical device of claim 19, wherein the component further comprises an intermediate layer between the substrate and the layer comprising the at least one photoluminescent carbon nanotube (See Col. 4 line 4-35, Fig. 1 i.e. fig. 1 illustrates that an intermediate layer(element 200,300) between the substrate(element 100) and carbon nano-tubes (element 400)).
Conclusion

Applicant's amendment necessitated the new ground(s) of rejection presented in this Office action. Accordingly, **THIS ACTION IS MADE FINAL.** See MPEP § 706.07(a). Applicant is reminded of the extension of time policy as set forth in 37 CFR 1.136(a).

A shortened statutory period for reply to this final action is set to expire THREE MONTHS from the mailing date of this action. In the event a first reply is filed within TWO MONTHS of the mailing date of this final action and the advisory action is not mailed until after the end of the THREE-MONTH shortened statutory period, then the shortened statutory period will expire on the date the advisory action is mailed, and any extension fee pursuant to 37 CFR 1.136(a) will be calculated from the mailing date of the advisory action. In no event, however, will the statutory period for reply expire later than SIX MONTHS from the date of this final action.

Any inquiry concerning this communication or earlier communications from the examiner should be directed to HIBRET A. WOLDEKIDAN whose telephone number is (571)270-5145. The examiner can normally be reached on Monday to Friday from 8:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m..

If attempts to reach the examiner by telephone are unsuccessful, the examiner's supervisor, Kenneth Vanderpuye can be reached on 5712723078. The fax phone number for the organization where this application or proceeding is assigned is 571-273-8300.
Information regarding the status of an application may be obtained from the Patent Application Information Retrieval (PAIR) system. Status information for published applications may be obtained from either Private PAIR or Public PAIR. Status information for unpublished applications is available through Private PAIR only. For more information about the PAIR system, see http://pair-direct.uspto.gov. Should you have questions on access to the Private PAIR system, contact the Electronic Business Center (EBC) at 866-217-9197 (toll-free). If you would like assistance from a USPTO Customer Service Representative or access to the automated information system, call 800-786-9199 (IN USA OR CANADA) or 571-272-1000.
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